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Abstract 

 

The numerical simulation an experimental validation of a fiber optic SHM system 

applied to the structure of a large RPA (Remotely Piloted Aircraft) is presented. A fiber 

optic distributed sensor network provides strain measurements in every single point of 

the fiber, turning out a large sensor network which is required to detect changes on the 

global strain field caused by a local damage. Additionally, the strain fields were 

obtained by a FE model. The core of the SHM system is the algorithm to compare the 

strain field with/without debondings of the frames or stringers, and to calculate from it a 

Damage Index for each damage condition. 

 

In our study, two different algorithms are used based on PCA and ANN, respectively. 

The former simulation model and its predictions are validated on a real structure, 

instrumented with a fiber optic distributed sensor network, and on which real damage of 

increasing sizes are inflicted by removing rivets progressively. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Fibre-optic sensors (FOS) are very attractive as sensors for SHM applications; its 

size is very small, the optical fibre has a diameter of 150 microns when coated 

with polyimide, so it can be embedded within the composite material during 

manufacturing. Other benefits of FOS are EMI/RFI immunity, long term 

stability, wide temperature range, very long cabling if needed because of the low 

attenuation, and multiplexing capability (several sensors on the same optical 

fibre). Without doubt they are the best technical choice for strain measurements. 

But damage occurrence at the structure cannot be directly derived from the 

strains measurements; local changes are intense at the crack tip, but diffuses very 

quickly. Global changes in the strain field caused by a small damage, such as 

crack, delaminations or debondings are quite small, easily hidden by the 

equipment noise and environmental disturbances. Several local and global SHM 

techniques have been proposed, in order to derive damage information from 

strain measurements [1, 2]. Local SHM techniques are more sensitive, and better 

developed, but they are restricted to damages located at the area covered by the 

sensors. This paper deals with a global method, which is supposed to detect the 

damage anywhere at the structure. The concept is demonstrated on the fuselage 

of a large unmanned aircraft structure. 
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2. The Milano RPA vehicle, and its SHM concept. 
 

2.1 The vehicle structure 

The Milano is a remotely piloted aircraft, designed and built by INTA (Spanish 

Aerospace Research Centre), as an all-weather observation aircraft of medium altitude 

and high autonomy, capable of operating without the need for a radio link in sight, via 

satellite, between the station Control and the air vehicle. Thus, it is possible to be 

considered as a system between the usual tactical and the strategic one, MALE type, 

which some consortiums develop for the international market. The MILANO aerial 

vehicle, with a service weight of 900 kg, will be able to perform missions of up to 20 

hours autonomy with reach beyond the line of sight (BLOS) and a set of payloads up to 

150 kg. It has a length of 8,2 meters, and a wingspan of 12,5 meters, the whole structure 

is done with CFRP materials. First flights are expected in 2018. A picture of MILANO 

can be seen in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. General view of MILANO RPA 

 

2.2 SHM strategy for a Milano aircrafts fleet 

 

For this kind of unmanned vehicles, which must work under very rugged conditions, 

impacts may occur to the vehicle, potentially damaging the structure. It is required to 

have tools that are able to locate and quantify the damages, so the residual strength of 

the structure can be calculated and compared to the mission requirements (prognosis). 

Conventional NDE methods, such as ultrasonic inspections (US), may afford this 

information, but are time consuming and require trained personnel; it is said that more 

than 90% of the inspections are done just to verify the good condition of the structure, 

without any other significant findings; to reduce maintenance costs, it would be highly 

desirable to have some faster procedure that may reliably ascertain the damage 

occurrence, and in case of positive risk, proceed with the full US inspection. This fast 

first check may be done by the Fiber-Optic SHM method.  

  

As the distributed fiber optic sensing based on Rayleigh scattering is still a quasi-static 

measurement system, the concept for the implementation of automated inspections is 

based on the application of a known static force under controlled boundary conditions. 

The vehicle has built in several optical fibres, which obviously does not add a 

significant weight. During stops, the optical interrogation equipment is connected to the 

optical fibres, then proof loads are applied at pre-defined positions and the strains are 

acquired. The collected data are compared to those previously obtained for the same 

load at the pristine structure, and any significant deviation would be associated to a 

damage occurrence, asking for a more detailed inspection of the structure. 
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2.3 Proof of concept for the SHM system based on FOS 

 

To validate the proposed SHM concept, the research project INESASSE (Sensor 

Integration and data Exploitation of Structural Health Monitoring Integrated on a 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) was started three years ago, as a collaboration among the 

INTA and the UPM. By budgetary constraints, it was proposed to do the development 

and demonstration not for the whole aircraft but only for a large element, the rear 

fuselage, a 2,5 meters long structural part, with enough structural complexity to be 

representative (see Figure 2). This structure is composed by two stiffened skins and four 

frames, joined by adhesives. Fittings to the forefront fuselage and tail structure are kept 

as in the original design. These fittings are used during the tests to provide known 

boundary conditions and test the rear structure in cantilever condition. Flexion and 

torsion load cases are introduced in the opposite side with a pair of hydraulic actuators, 

like it is expected in operation conditions (figure 3).  

 

 
Figure 2. General scheme of MILANO (left) and a detailed view of the rear fuselage (right) 

 

 
Figure 3. Mechanical Test Set up and Fiber optic instrumentation 

 

Progressive damages are introduced in four areas, simulating the debonding of the 

different components of the structure. Damage 1 to 3 simulate the debonding between 

the skin and the frames, and Damage 4 simulate the debonding between the upper and 

lower fuselage skin. All these damage areas were joined by rivets, and the progression 

was made removing the rivets gradually. In Figure 4 the different damage cases under 

study can be seen. 
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Figure 4. Damage cases under study in INESASSE project 

 

3. Simulation of the structure and of the SHM system. 
 

The advantage of using simulation tools for NDT and SHM is that they are easy to use, 

faster and cheaper that running tests. Simulation becomes even more essential in the 

case of SHM, because sensors are permanently fixed to the structure [3]. Several 

software tools were available for ultrasonic/guided waves systems, but none for FOS-

based SHM systems, to our knowledge. 

 

 
Figure 5. Algorithm for simulation of a FOS-based SHM system 

 

The rear fuselage was simulated with Nastran/Patran. A detailed FEM with 62800 

degrees freedom was done, which reproduced most of the details of the structure 

(adhesive joints were not modeled, it was assumed a perfect continuity). Results of the 

analysis are presented at figure 6 (up-left), in the conventional plotting of strain field in 

0º direction, the same as the sensing network is oriented. The simulation of a damage 

was made by disconnecting some nodes. Strains after Damage 4 (lateral debonding 

between the upper and lower skin close to the second frame) can be observed in Figure 

6 (up-right). In the local field, close to the debonding, bigger changes on the strain field 

could be detected, but it would be required to attach a sensor just in the debonding line; 

for this reason, our main interest is in the ‘far field’. This can be studied in the FEM by 

subtracting the two solutions (damaged and undamaged). However, changes in the ‘far 

field’ are slight (two order of magnitude less than the existing strains). 
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Figure 6. FEM Strain distribution over the undamaged – reference structure (up-left), with the 

50% of damage 4 (up-right) and flexion load applied. Subtraction of strains between damage and 

undamaged conditions (Down) 

 

Fiber optic sensors do not acquire the whole strain field, but only the strains along the 

optical fiber. It is straightforward to reduce the whole strain field obtained to these 

locations. It is assumed that the optical fiber is perfectly bonded to the structure, so the 

strains acquired by the fiber are identical to the strain of the element to which is bonded. 

 

At figure 7 it is represented the strains data that would be obtained by an optical fiber 

running by the middle of the lower skin, for the undamaged structure and for the former 

damage cases. Differences are quite small, and it would be more undetectable if noise is 

added to the signals, as it will happen with real measurements. The crooked line are the 

strains for the undamaged case, to which a random noise of 5 microstrains has been 

added, , typical of current interrogation systems. 

 

 
Figure 7. Changes induced by the different damages measured all along a fiber optic sensing line in 

the “far field” of damage location 
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4. Experimental validation 
 

Structural test of the rear fuselage was performed in INTA structural tests facilities. The 

specimen was attached to the test rig using the same fittings they are used to attach the 

rear fuselage to the RPA. Sensor are attached in the outer surface of the structure. 

Distributed sensor network is set up by a single optical fibre with a layout of seven 

longitudinal sensor lines, four in the lower skin and three in the upper skin, 

symmetrically distributed on the structure. Rayleigh scattering was measured by the 

OBR4600 of LUNA at different load steps up to 4kN in flexion and 1kNm in torsion for 

all the damage cases. Force was introduced with two hydraulic actuators of 3kN, each. 

A general view of the test set up can be observed in Figure 8, and details of the sensor 

network and the measurement system can be seen in Figure 9. Damage was performed 

removing the rivets progressively at the different damage cases previously presented. 

 

 
Figure 8. General view of the test set up 

 

 
Figure 9. Detailed view of the measurement system (left) and the sensor network attached (right) 

 

4. Results 
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A preliminary analysis of the experimental strains measured by the distributed sensor 

network do not provide enough information about the debonding location and severity. 

In Figure 10 it can be observed the results of different debonding lengths at damage 

location 1 (debonding of the first frame from the lower skin). Although this damage 

case is under the four sensor lines located on the lower skin, it is difficult to detect the 

slight changes induced by removing the sensors, even when the full foot of the frame is 

debonded.  

 

 

 
Figure 10. Strain field after rivet removing on damage case 1 at 4kN with partial debonding length 

at 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the full length debonded 

 

When the structure is in absence of external forces, the residual strain promoted by the 

relaxation of removing the rivets may provide a view that can be related with the 

damage promoted, but it happens only because the optical fiber crossed the damage 

region.  

 

  
Figure 11. Residual strain field after rivet removing on damage case 1 with partial debonding 

length at 25%, 33% and 100% of the full length debonded 
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Therefore, it is needed to process the strain measurements to provide the information 

about the structural integrity of the structure. The core of the SHM system is the 

algorithm to compare these numerical (or experimental) arrays of strain data, to those 

initially obtained on the undamaged structure, and decide if the deviations are 

significant. Two independent algorithms are used, and its predictions are compared. 

 

4.1 Damage Index calculated by PCA (Principal Component Analysis) 

 

PCA is a simple and non-parametric method of extracting information from large data 

sets. Is a classical multivariate analysis procedure to reduce a complex data set to a 

lower dimension and reveal some hidden structure/patterns; a wider discussion may be 

found at Ref 4. The original data are re-expressed in a new orthogonal basis where the 

data are arranged along directions of maximal variance and minimal redundancy, called 

the principal components. Damage indicator for this technique is the Q-index and the 

detection capability has been proven by FEM strain results with added noise at different 

damage states. As it can be concluded from Figure 12, this technique is powerful to 

detect damage appearance, even if the damage area is small. 

 
Figure 12. Q-Index obtained by simulation for different damage cases 

 

In figure 13 it can be observed the Q-index at two different damage locations: Damage 

1 is the progressive debonding between the base of the second frame and Damage 4 is 

the progressive debonding of the lateral joint between the upper and lower skin. In both 

cases it can be observed than an increasing damage increments the Q-index. This 

behavior is proven not only by FEM results, also it is validated by experimental results. 

The Q-index obtained experimentally and by simulations present the same relation with 

the damage area and the same magnitude of the Q-index.
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Figure 13. Q-Index  obtained by simulation (Left) and for the experimental test (Right) for damage 

case 1 and Case 4 at intermediate debonding lengths (undamaged, 25%,50%,75% and 100%) 

 

3.3 Damage Index calculated by ANN (Artificial Neural Networks) 

 

Artificial Neural Networks are mathematical tools used to solve problems of various 

kinds as a network of parallel, massive and distributed processing units called neurons. 

In this case, the ANN are constructed by using the strain information provided by the 

distributed sensor network.  

 

Training was made with FEM simulations with different damage states and different 

load cases. The ANN is trained with calculated strains for the undamaged structure, and 

for the  damage cases 1 and 4 with 100% and 75% of debonding length. Each damage 

case modifies the strain profile. The selected ANN is a feedforward backpropagation 

static architecture with 16 inputs (2 damage cases and the reference at 16 load steps, one 

hidden layer of 120 neurons, and 2 outputs, the damage indicator profiles at the two 

considered damage locations. The ANN output is an indicator of damage for a 

predefined set of trained situations, providing a strain profile of the different training 

damage cases, in this case damage 1 and 4. A similar ANN, with the same response and 

structure, was trained with real results. 

 

Result of the ANN with different progressive damage in position 1 and 4 can be seen in 

the next Figure 14 
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 Figure 14. ANN Damage Index obtained by simulation (Left) and from the experimental test 

(Right) for damage case 1 (up) and Case 4 (down) at several intermediate debonding lengths 

(undamaged, 25%,50%,75% and 100%) 

 

It is shown that the ANN sets the damage position when the input is simulated by FEM. 

ANN provides the damage profile based on the strain proof the damage state defined 

during the training, independently of the load state. This information could be presented 

as a damage map over the structure, as it can be seen in the following figures 15: 

 

  
Figure 15. ANN Damage Index map for damage case 1 at intermediate debonding lengths of 

25%(left) and 50%(right) 
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5. Conclusions 
 

SHM is one of the enabling technologies to revolutionize the future structural design 

and maintenance. The benefits of the SHM approach using distributed sensing lines 

under controlled load conditions for UAV inspections without disassembly address to 

minimizing costs, improving reliability, and maximizing availability of aircraft. Fleet 

management is a trade off among maintenance costs and in-service risks. Based on 

previous results, it can be concluded: 

Fiber optics are excellent strain sensors, but not ‘damage sensors’. 

- A crack may reduce drastically the strength of the structure, but the changes at the 

strain field is only significant around the cracks; damages may go undetected unless a 

sensor was located nearby. 

- Algorithms to get information about damage from the slight changes produced at other 

sensors are being developed, but improvements in the resolution (size of damage, 

distance to sensors) are needed.  

 

PCA provides an index to calculate the damage occurrence. However,  this technique 

can not calculate the damage location or to assess damage size. ANN requires a 

previous training and are more difficult to use and compute; nevertheless ANN could 

provide not only the damage assessment, also could provide a detail localization of the 

damage area that can be presented as a damage map. 
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